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hi nathan, i'm a big fan of pimsleur. i currently have vol 1 in spanish, vol 2 in french, and after finally
starting to use it, vol 3 in italian. i have read that it's best to have all the units in one language or at

least the same language and i've had the same experience. i have learned a lot about the culture since
starting pimsleur, not just the language, and i feel like it's made the most impact that i have ever had

on my vocabulary and conversation skills. i would recommend it to anybody who wants to learn a
language as a beginner and it'll save you a ton of money vs taking classes. hi fk! so nice to meet you. i
am just starting out at the moment with french, and i find the course very effective. i also picked up a
pimsleur arabic book, which has worked well for me too. i am really enjoying the experience and feel
very positive about learning. thanks for your review! hi, i'm an ex-vietnam citizen and i also find that i

prefer both male and female speakers as the person speaking. i have however (as a female) found that
the pimsleur products tend to be more for males because of that. and i totally agree, it gets more

feminine in the second half of the course. i love the pimsleur! the learning curve is so fast! i can't argue
that this course is expensive for what you get (the other pimsleur courses i've tried are both way

cheaper, and although your thoughts on the exercises is interesting, i can't really see how pimsleur
programs work for someone wanting to learn to speak fluent chinese, as they don't teach you grammar

at all, just a whole lot of vocab. i realize that this course is aimed at native speakers rather than
interlocutors, and that's fine, just my opinion). however, you do seem to be saying that the only way to

learn the language is to study grammar. i'm sorry, but i learned a language with only grammar by
taking a russian course (the first hour of which consisted of grammar), and it works very well. i've used
the kaplan quick and easy spoken chinese course - one of the cheaper programs available - and found it

to be very good. i've taken the 7 courses of pimsleur mandarin chinese and it did nothing for me - i
don't think the exercises are even much of a help. not much to say except that pimsleur is the best i've
found if you don't have much time. and fyi, if you're really serious about it, your chinese won't be good

enough to use in everyday life until you study it in college.
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just wondering if your opinions on the program's' "ability" (for lack of better term) to deal with
accents, the level of difficulty etc. have changed over the years? my wife, b/c of her own upbringing
and her own studies (she even has an ma degree), her native language, english, could get through

pimsleur without so much difficulty and she did quite well. however, when she tried to use the
program on a westernized, multilingual military situation, like me, just to get through the

conversation.. well, she got completely trashed, and we've tried a few different things to even the
playing field, to no avail. the few times i've managed to "learn" a few words, i've found myself to be

much more aware of the subtle nuances of accents than she is. and when she tries to learn
something from pimsleur, we're both flummoxed. (i've never been good at reading/understanding

subtitles, btw). she knows how to decipher pronunciations in foreign languages, but getting to
where she can do it for pimsleur is like pulling teeth. another problem that we have is that we both
enjoy teaching the program (we've done all the pimsleur courses for 10+), but we really don't want
to break down the accent portion of it into the lessons. it's not that we don't want to! we just want
to be able to participate in the conversations as the native speakers do. do you know of any other

programs that help with this? i'm not willing to drop a few hundred dollars to have the same
"problem" she has trying to deal with the accents, but maybe there's something else that can help?
i've heard that their "pimsleur exercises" (at least for pimsleur italian complete) are pretty helpful,
but not sure if they're only focused on that one language, or available for different languages. fwiw,

i've tried the easy learn (pimsleur). yeah. it's not going to happen. 5ec8ef588b
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